
This document is for the #dotastro #astrocurate hack!

We are using the Adler’s incredible collection of historical astronomical artifacts to create stories 
linking historical and modern astronomy, using both self-curated tours in WWT and a mobile 
site that links public art with astronomy (specifically starting with Ai Wei Wei’s zodiac heads, 
currently on display outside the Adler).

Peeps: Laura Trouille, Laura Whyte, Grace Wolf-Chase, Angelle Tanner, Jodi Lacy, Heidi 
Tebbe, Lucianne Walkowicz

Guiding quote from Max Adler: "The popular conception of the Universe is too meager; the 
Planets and the stars are too far removed from general knowledge. In our reflections, we dwell 
too little upon the concept that the world and all human endeavor within it are governed by 
established order and too infrequently upon the truth that under the heavens everything is 
interrelated, even as each of us to the other."

Metadata: Dublin Core (http://dublincore.org/documents/dces/)

P = work on paper
QB = book call number

HT: Making a cleaned up spreadsheet by:
removing any ambiguous or bigger than a country locations
need to remove Hong Kong and get new coordinates for England/Scotland/Wales

Timeline.js Preview http://cdn.knightlab.com/libs/timeline/latest/embed/index.html?
source=0AhYfwepf8tBjdGhnb2lIR2p1ZVdyMDdackRNT0p1WlE&font=DroidSerif-
DroidSans&maptype=toner&lang=en&height=650

Omeka Example
http://astrocurate.omeka.net/

Collections browser: 
Globe with colored circles representing the collection item density.
Clicking on one of these circles enlarges it, bringing up nested circles containing image 
thumbnails from the region. 
Clicking on a thumbnail brings up the image and some information about it, then bounces you to 
a related object elsewhere in the world. 

WWT demo of placing Adler collection objects in their production origin location. 
https://vault.it.northwestern.edu/let412/Adler/dotAstro/WWTAdlerCurate.mp4
This video is the subsection starting around 1:15 of this tour:
https://vault.it.northwestern.edu/let412/Adler/dotAstro/curateAdlerTest3.wtt

http://dublincore.org/documents/dces/
http://cdn.knightlab.com/libs/timeline/latest/embed/index.html?source=0AhYfwepf8tBjdGhnb2lIR2p1ZVdyMDdackRNT0p1WlE&font=DroidSerif-DroidSans&maptype=toner&lang=en&height=650
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http://cdn.knightlab.com/libs/timeline/latest/embed/index.html?source=0AhYfwepf8tBjdGhnb2lIR2p1ZVdyMDdackRNT0p1WlE&font=DroidSerif-DroidSans&maptype=toner&lang=en&height=650
http://astrocurate.omeka.net/
https://vault.it.northwestern.edu/let412/Adler/dotAstro/WWTAdlerCurate.mp4
https://vault.it.northwestern.edu/let412/Adler/dotAstro/curateAdlerTest3.wtt


Demo script:
1. Single circle on China, clicking brings up one of our Chinese sundials (W-169)

Story element: In 1860 there was a total solar eclipse; brief overview of eclipse basics. 
This same year, zodiac sculptures adorning the Summer Palace in Beijing were looted 
from their original places and mostly lost to history. 
“This sundial and compass was created in 1800s Beijing, where it would fit in the palm of 
someone’s hand. The 1800s were a time of both great excitement and great tumult, with 
China embroiled in multiple wars with the British and French forces. In July of 1860, a 
total solar eclipse was visible from Spain, and was captured photographically for the first 
time in history. In the fall of this same year, Anglo-French troops sacked Beijing’s Old 
Summer Palace, looting the Haiyantang Zodiac fountain of its 12 large bronze sculptures 
representing the animals of the Chinese zodiac. Seven of the twelve original zodiac 
heads have been recovered; the rest are lost to history.” 

2. Bounce to Chicago, where Ai Wei Wei’s contemporary recreations of these sculptures 
are installed at the Adler. 
“A new set of sculptures created by contemporary Chinese artist Ai Wei Wei, “Circle 
of Animals/Zodiac heads”, represents these lost zodiac animals. This traveling exhibit 
is shown in its current home, installed in a semicircle facing the Adler Planetarium in 
Chicago, IL. The Adler Planetarium is home to the largest public collection of historical 
astronomical artifacts in the United States, as well as to an astronomy department 
conducting modern astronomical research.”

3. One of the Adler’s historical sky maps of the western zodiac is shown, contrasting the 
role of the zodiac in eastern and western cultures. 
“The Adler Planetarium is similarly adorned with zodiac sculptures, representing the 
western, rather than eastern, zodiac. While there are parallels between the eastern 
and western zodiacs, they are not exactly comparable: the eastern zodiac operates 
on multiple time cycles from years to days to hours, while the western zodiac goes by 
months that correspond to specific constellations.”

4. One of the Ianelli zodiac reliefs is shown, e.g. that of Sagittarius; the history of the Ianelli 
plates is presented. 
“The Adler’s zodiac reliefs depict both the actual stars of the constellation as they 
would be seen in the sky, as well as the Greek mythological figure associated with 
that constellation. These reliefs were created specifically by the architect, sculptor and 
industrial designer Iannelli.”

5. Bounce to astronomical image of Sag A*, discuss galactic center.
“Astronomy and astrology have long since diverged, with modern astronomy now 

focused on the physical workings of the universe. In modern astronomy, constellations divide 
the sky into regions akin to states or countries. The familiar constellations of the zodiac reside 
along the ecliptic, or the path the sun appears to take in the sky, and like all constellations are 



home to myriad new astronomical discoveries. The constellation of Sagittarius is home to the 
very center of our Galaxy, the Milky Way. Over the past several years, astronomers have 
mapped the motions of stars towards the Galactic center, revealing the presence of a 
supermassive black hole. Although our Galaxy’s central black hole does not emit light by its 
nature, the motions of these stars indicate its existence via its gravitational influence on their 
motions. 

Vocabulary to use to combine collections 
Zodiac names
Zodiac critters
Place names
Constellations
Artifact types
Artifact materials
Maker
Exhibition rooms



Country lat lon - https://developers.google.com/public-data/docs/canonical/countries_csv

Potential story ideas:
- use the constellation of Cancer to talk about exoplanets (55 Cnc) 
- use Cancer as “The Crab” to talk about the real crab, the Crab Nebula, which was 

originally observed by Chinese astronomers
- use Sagittarius to talk about the Galactic center - jump out to Andromeda to talk about 

the Milky Way as a galaxy and its galactic neighbors
- Aquarius is associated in Greek myths with Ganymede, a youth that was carried away 

by Zeus in the form of an eagle (the constellation Aquila) - use this as a jumping off point 
for pointing out that Ganymede is a moon of Jupiter, that unlike constellations planets 
don’t appear fixed against the sky etc. 

- Perseus, Cassiopeia charts (P-216) to link to Perseus myth - Perseus rescues 
Andromeda using the head of the Medusa (star Algol, the “Winking Demon”). Short 
period eclipsing binary.

- Orion to talk about star formation
- The Ai Wei Wei zodiac heads are recreations of the original ones taken from the chinese 

Summer Palace in 1860 - link to astronomical events around this time perhaps? There 
was a total solar eclipse that year! (and the Carrington Event happened the previous 
year)

- Naked-eye exoplanet systems in zodiac constellations:
- Gemini: HD 62509, tau Gem, HD 59686
- Aries: alf Ari
- Leo: gamma 1 Leo, mu Leo
- Ophiuchus: nu Oph
- Cancer: beta Cnc, 55 Cnc
- Taurus: eps Tau
- Aquarius: 91 Aqr
- Virgo: HD 110014, 61 Vir, 70 Vir, GJ 504
- Scorpio: HD 147513
- Pisces: HD 3651
- Sagittarius: HD 169830

- Link Galileo’s observations of Venus phases or 1769 transit of Venus to Kepler 
exoplanets: Begin with John Hill’s TOV P-166 in “Earth mode” on WWT, transition to 
“Sky mode”, old celestial representation of Cygnus & Lyra, to Kepler view, transit light 
curve HAT-P7b magnified light curve showing phases of planet.

Ai Wei Wei sculptures - Iannelli plaques - modern astronomy

- Both eastern & western zodiacs are divided into 12 parts - chinese zodiac corresponds 
to years, western to months



- western is associated with constellations, but chinese zodiac is not
- eastern zodiac cycles through over years but also “solar terms”, 24 2 week periods over 

the course of the year also associated w the zodiac animals

-

Specific relevant images in Adler collection:

Star chart of chinese constellations: P-215



Systema Solare et Planetarium P-35L

Stellatum Planisphaerium P-164



Galileo’s Observations with his first telescope
-       phases of Venus and Hat-P
Collection: Venus phases and star charts
-       starspots
Collection: Images of the Sun In Adler Displays
-       stars in the Milky Way
Collection: Images on the wall in Adler Display, P-69
-       Rings of Saturn
Collection: Saturn Display
-       Mountains on the Moon
Collection: G3701 .C5 U52 I-458

Other Story Ideas from around Adler
1) Santa and the North Pole telescope (there are none but people want some)
2) Rise and Fall of Pluto
3) Party Like an Astronomer (Tycho Brahe and other lively characters)
4) Torrid Astronomy Tales - A guy on fb wants to collect funny astronomy stories, Adler 

might have some related artifacts from these 70-90s era telescopes.      

Orion WWT Tour:
- This is one example of a variety of WWT tours we could co-create with the Webster 

Institute, beginning with Adler collections, where and when they were made on Earth, 
then transitioning to related astronomical phenomena in the sky.

- There is already a very nice tour of star formation in Orion on the WWT (credit: Frank 
Summers, STScI). It begins with an overlay of a generic Orion star map. The tour could 
easily be repurposed to begin with Orion constellation map from Adler’s collection.



- Begin with Earth view -- Fly to London, England, Webster collection P-278b (Abraham 
Rees, 1808). This map of Orion, from the Adler Planetarium’s collection, comes from an 
1808 volume of Abraham Rees’ New Cyclopedia, which was intended to educate the 
public as well as provide a reference for scholars.  Rees  It shows the constellation from 
an external point of view, including many stars not visible to the unaided eye as well as 
the Orion nebula, which can be seen here, in Orion’s sword. [We could use a celestial 
sphere here to show what “external view” means.] 

- Transition to sky view. Seen from Earth, the stars in Orion are flipped east-to-west
- Keep the remainder of the tour.


